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Many small public water systems use chlorine to protect against bacteriological contamination. Typical treatment
systems use diaphragm or peristaltic pumps to inject sodium hypochlorite solution into the water supply. These
systems must provide consistent, minimum free chlorine residual whenever the water system is operating to
inactivate pathogenic organisms such as viruses and bacteria effectively.
If the water flow rate is relatively constant, adding chlorine at a fixed injection rate may be adequate. If the
water flow fluctuates significantly, adding chlorine at a variable injection rate is more appropriate. In either
case, operators adjust the chlorine residual by changing the injection rate of the chlorine feed pump, and by
changing the strength of the chlorine solution.
The example diagrams in this Tech Tip are not design recommendations. Licensed professional engineers must
design chlorination systems and the Department of Health must approve them.

Fixed Injection Rate - An electrical outlet, wired to have power only when the source pump is running, often
controls fixed-rate chlorine injection pumps. The chlorine feed pump injects at a fixed rate. When the system is
operating, the water flow rate and the chlorinator output should be relatively constant. After mixing, the chlorine
residual at the point of entry should be stable.
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Fixed Injection Rate - Pressure Switch
The pressure switch turns the submersible well
pump motor on and off. The pump control box
turns the electrical outlet on and off at the same
rate. When the system is operating, the water flow
rate and the chlorinator output should be relatively
constant. After mixing, the chlorine residual at the
point of entry will be stable. Booster pumps can
be controlled by pressure switches in the same
way.

The Pump Control Box is
wired to an electrical power
outlet so when the well pump
is turned on, the socket is
powered. The chlorine feed
pump turns on only when the
well pump is operating
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Pump
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The Pressure Switch
opens and closes at set
pressures, for example,
On at 40 PSI and Off
at 60 PSI

Adjusting the pump rate and
pump stroke changes the
Chlorine Feed Pump output.
The chlorine is added at a
constant rate as the well
pumps at a fairly consistent
number of gallons per minute.
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Fixed Injection Rate –
Reservoir Water Level Sensors
Responding to a signal from the water level
control box, the pump control box controls
the electrical circuits for the chlorine feed
pump and the well pump. When the well
pumps water at a constant rate and the
chlorine is added at a steady rate the
resulting chlorine residual should be flow
proportional.

Chlorine Feed Pump

Well Source Water
Submersible Well Pump fills the
reservoir. The pump is turned on
when the Water Level Control Box
signals the Pump Control Box to
start the pump motor
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Variable Injection Rate – Variable-rate chlorine injection is more appropriate when flow rates fluctuate
significantly, such as when a source has multiple pumps. A digital flow meter controls these chlorination
systems by generating digital pulses proportionate to the flow-rate the source or booster pumps produce. These
pulses control the amount of chlorine the feed pump injects into the water system. As the water passing through
the digital flow meter increases, more chlorine is injected. This ensures the finished water is “flow proportional.”
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For more information
Our publications are online at https://fortress.wa.gov/doh/eh/dw/publications/publications.cfm
Call our nearest regional office:
Eastern Region, Spokane Valley (509) 329-2100
Northwest Region, Kent (253) 395-6750
Southwest Region, Tumwater (360) 236-3030
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Variable Injection Rate – Two Sources
This water system has two well sources. They can operate alone or together,
producing significantly different flow rates. The digital flow meter on the
combined source water pipe keeps the output of the chlorine feed-pump
proportionate to the water flow.
Without the flow meter, the chlorine feed pump injects a constant amount of
chlorine but water volume varies. This creates unreliable chlorine residual
levels. Systems must investigate inconsistent free chlorine levels.
Main Panel
(breakers and
shut off)

There are different duplex chlorinator designs. For example, there could be a
chlorine injection pump on each well. You can usually find out how a
chlorination system works by tracing signal and power lines to the pump or
asking operators how they maintain the desired level of free chlorine residual.
HOA Control Panel
May include:
• Pump alternator
• Magnetic motor contactors
• Overload protection
• Low level alarm in well
Digital Flow Computer
Converts the signal from the flow
meter to an output signal that adjusts
the rate of flow from the chlorine
feed pump. The pump controls are
set to external.
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Digital Flow Meter
Measures total water flow in the pipe and
sends a signal to the chlorine feed pump
that is proportional to that rate. Well
pumps may operate separately or at the
same time. Flows may be 45 GPM, 75
GPM or 120 GPM in this example.

Well Source S01
2 HP Pump
45 GPM
Well Source S02
5 HP Pump
75 GPM

Injection Point
This is where chlorine is
added to the source
water.

To
Distribution

Chlorine Feed Pump

Back of Chlorine Feed Pump
The chlorine feed pump is set for
external control. The flow signal
ensures the chlorine solution is
pumped in proportion to the
amount of water pumped from
the wells. The result is constant
chlorine residual in the treated
water.

Sodium
Hypochlorite
Solution
Another type of
flow sensor has
a digital flow
computer set on
top of an insertion
turbine to control
the chlorine feed
pump.

External Control Port
The signal from the digital flow
computer connects to the chlorine
feed pump at the external control port.
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